
ESSAY ON BUDDHISM IN INDIA

Essay on Buddhism in India. Article shared by: ADVERTISEMENTS: After Mahavir Jina, another spiritual guru who
appeared in the religious firmament of India.

The yantra served the purpose of a yajna place while the mantras or prayers were recited in order to get control
of a particular deity. Its teachings are known worldwide. The role of the Buddhists during the period of
Muslim invasions also remained ignominious. The monastic system or the organisation of religious devotees
in disciplined communities or orders was another contribution of Buddhism to India. Hinduism is the oldest
religion on the planet that has been well established and still has a large following. Therefore, Divine Mother
occupies the highest place among all gods. Nalanda was one such institution which became renowned all over
the world. Besides, it also helped in the fusion of foreigners with the Indian population. The schools of
Gandhara and Mathura produced the first images of Buddha which have been regarded as finest specimens of
ancient Indian sculpture. The power of the empire was vastâ€”ambassadors were sent to other countries to
propagate Buddhism. Apart from the many foreign pilgrims who came to India at this time, especially from
China and Tibet, there was a smaller but important flow of Indian pandits who made their way to Tibet
Meditation is used to refocus the mind to develop a greater mental state. Afterwards, the glory of Hinduism
was revived under the protection of the Gupta rulers. Hinduism and Buddhism have lasted for centuries and
today is widely practiced among the world. However, the religious beliefs of Mahayanism were not entirely
new. The general assembly of all the monks of Sangha constituted the supreme authority concerning that
Sangha, its members and all their activities. Indian monks and scholars carried Buddhism to foreign countries
from the 3rd century B. Besides these Tripitakas, a vast non-canonical literature developed mostly as
commentaries to explain the canonical texts of the Buddhist monks outside India. The organisation and
working of the Sanghas was based on equality. This was also a key period for the consolidation of the
epistemological-logical pramana school of Buddhist philosophy. It is a religion about suffering and the need to
get rid of it. Buddhism originated in the Indian subcontinent by a man known as Siddhartha Gautama. Art and
Architecture: Apart from literature, Buddhism also left its indelible mark on Indian art tradition. Each local
Sangha worked as a place of assembly for the followers of Buddhism where teachings of the Buddha were
imparted to the followers. It still has a strong presence in its place of origin and it is characterized as a family
of religions. For this religion project I decided to look more closely into the religion of Buddhism. Afterwards
in no part of India, Buddhism was to be found as a popular religion. Thus, Buddhism has usefully contributed
to Indian culture in many ways. The discovery of ancient Indian culture by western scholars also created
interest in Buddhism. Buddhism provided that. Dogen, in his teachings on Zen Buddhism, promotes the
practice of zazen to reach enlightenment.


